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Production Chain (simplified)
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Artdaq
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lemsumpidpart

pid caf

lempart runs on dedicated
nodes at Caltech because

of large memory requirements

All files are archived to SAM

Aside from CAF (and raw),
all files are in the ART format



Primary Samples
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Data # files/tier Total Size

FD NuMI 166k 80 TB (est)

ND NuMI (×2) 3.5k 5 TB (est)

MC # files/tier Total Size

FD Beam (×3) 1.5k 8.8 TB

ND Beam 20k 88 TB

• Additional Samples: 

• Cosmic ray data and MC (include reco for calibration) 

• Ideal conditions MC, reverse horn current MC



CPU Cycles Required
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Issues
• For the most recent production round, computing division has 

been very responsive to our needs 

• Broadly speaking, most of the the major issues we have faced 
fall into one of several categories: 

• FTS Backlogs 

• Grid jobs not running 

• Slow database performance (seems to be mitigated for now) 

• Slow SAM performance (seems to be mitigated for now) 

• Some of this was aggravated by need to reprocess files (also 
induced some of those needs)
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FTS Backlogs

• This round of production began in late April 

• Several FTS backlogs of up to 300k files occurred 

• May 5, May 16, May 21, May 26 

• Seemed to take several days to clear 

• In general, more concerned about backlogs in SAM declaration 
than transfer to tape  

• Improvements implemented around May 29 seem to have 
helped significantly 

• It should be noted that we continue to throttle FD data jobs to 
avoid saturating FTS
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FTS Load
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FTS Monitoring
• FTS monitor pages only visible at Fermilab 

• From outside need to use proxy or VPN 

• Manageable but annoying 

• Prospects for opening it up? 

• A unified FTS dashboard might be nice, rather than having to tab 
through three pages 

• A way to search for file status in FTS 

• I know file x_y_z.root was copied to FTS, but it’s not visible in 
SAM  

• To find out what happened, have to search log files or (possibly 
large) web-page
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FTS Performance Differences
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FTS 02

FTS 03

FTS 04

FTS 02 performance differs
substantially from FTS 03 and 04

Why?



Jobs Not Running
• With jobsub_client v1.1.2 the situation seems to have improved 

significantly 

• Still an issue for offsite jobs (e.g. at Prague) 

• Can proactive monitoring help? 

• Tools now support for job priorities in the form of subgroups 

• A discussion on deciding on subgroups and setting things up is 
probably appropriate at this point 

• Related — support for very high priority test jobs
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Viewing Log Files 
• At present, it’s only possible to view log files of jobs that have 

ended 

• It would also be helpful to view log files for running jobs,  

• Through the command line 

• Through the web (maybe also from SAM project monitors?) 

• Or Both! 

• A job-name feature would make identifying and fetching job logs 
easier (also probably generally useful)
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Jobsub Miscellany
• Some syntax seems needlessly complex: 

• usage_model=… 

• file:/// 

• Group accounting is confusing in practice 

• lots of people submit using role=Production 

• But who actually submitted what job is lost (sometimes 
preserved in job name) 

• Help messages not always as helpful as they could be (if you are 
missing a required option, it doesn’t tell you what you’re 
missing)
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dCache vs BlueArc

• BlueArc usage, is high and increasing 

• We would like to expand use of dCache by users 

• Currently this is is cumbersome 

• Standard unix file manipulation tools don’t work 

• This hinders adoption 

• Mounting via NFS would make this much easier 
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Size Used Available Used (%)
/nova/data 140 TB 100 TB 41 TB 71
/nova/ana 95 TB 78 TB 18 TB 82
/nova/prod 100 TB 75 TB 26 TB 75
/nova/app 10 TB 6.5 TB 3.6 TB 65

As of 29 May



dCache vs BlueArc

• Another issue is permanence of dCache 

• We have now at least one instance of a user losing important 
files that have timed out 

• Are there ways to address this concern? 

• automatic warnings? 

• smarter algorithms?
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Size Used Available Used (%)
/nova/data 140 TB 100 TB 41 TB 71
/nova/ana 95 TB 78 TB 18 TB 82
/nova/prod 100 TB 75 TB 26 TB 75
/nova/app 10 TB 6.5 TB 3.6 TB 65

As of 29 May



Service Desk
• Tends to generate redundant emails (I think this occurs when you 

reply to an item rather than use web interface) 

• Permissions can be excessively restrictive.  It’s not rare to see 
“this is being discussed in incident 00001234” but not have 
permission to view it. 

• New web interface is an improvement, but could still be better 

• Save button placement for ongoing discussions 

• Ability to reverse sort discussions
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Closing Thoughts
• Despite all the troubles over the past month, FIFE tools have 

worked remarkably well 

• In general, most of our issues came down to too many jobs 
chasing too few (or misallocated) resources 

• Future rounds of production are likely to be even more 
demanding 

• Are there any unnecessary bottlenecks that we face? 

• Are we requesting an unreasonable amount of resources? 

• Better communication in advance of next production push should 
help to head off many problems
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